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WELCOME TO 
ID® IDENTITY
Every day, we provide clothing for companies 
and events across Europe, emphasizing the joint 
corporate identity of our customers’ customers. 
Rooted in Denmark, but with an international 
outlook, we want to deliver best-in-industry 
clothing in terms of quality, functionality, design 
and responsibility.
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We believe that good quality and unquestionable 
product performance is of highest importance to 
our customers. We strive to be the quality choice 
and develop high quality products.

Embracing the ID® history and meeting the future, 
we keep on striving for excellent product perfor-
mance. We describe our DNA in three small words 
USE I CARE I UNITE.

A part of our DNA

The ID® garments are created to 
emphasize common expression and 
to UNITE people wearing Corporate 
Wear and showing their identity.

With CARE for the environment, we 
have selected the best materials, 
maintaining the good quality in the 
complete lifespan of the products.

The ID® garments are designed with 
the greatest consideration for perfor-
mance and durability when in USE.
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Every year we focus on working conditions both social and 
ethical. Our goal is to ensure that every employee is part 
of the ID® community - not just in Denmark but also inter-
nationally. It is the people that create Identity.

Social responsibility

We support environmentally friendly technologies, products 
and raw materials. In collaboration with our suppliers, our goal 
is to minimise our environmental impact on the textile indu-
stry. This is a continuing effort that we develop year after year.

Environment

All our products have undergone a strict process to ensure the 
products’ quality. We want to ensure that every product has a 
long lifespan and it is produced and handled correctly 
throughout the entire process.

Product lifespan

We want to be transparent and actively communicate our work 
within responsibility. We believe that increased transparency 
creates better value when we show our efforts in relation to the 
environment, social responsibilities and product lifespan.

Transparency



ID: 208-000048-000
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ID® is a member of amfori BSCI. BSCI (Business Social 
Compliance Initiative) is a network of 750 European 
companies which has formulated a set of common 
ethical principles for purchasing and production in 
non-EU countries. This means production where 

there is no child labour, forced labour or any form of 
discrimination, the guarantee of a safe working envi-
ronment and reasonable wages and working hours. 
The rules also carefully consider the environment.

ID® is a happy member of the Better Cotton Initi-
ative. BCI exists to make global cotton production 

better for the people who produce it, better for the 
environment it grows in and better for the sector’s 

future. Better Cotton is sourced via a system of Mass 
Balance and is not physically traceable to end prod-
ucts. By using a system of Mass Balance, BCI is able 
to reach more farmers, meaning more sustainable 
practices are being implemented around the world.

The Bureau Veritas group is one of today’s largest 
companies in the world within inspection, classifica-

tion, counciling and certification. They supply services 
of high quality to help their customers comply with 
the increasing demands on quality, safety, environ-

mental protection and social responsibility.

At ID®, we are a member of the Textile Revolution, a 
textile policy think tank working for a textile industry 

that makes a positive impact on the world and the 
people who live in it. In collaboration with the Textile 
Revolution, we want to become frontrunners in the 

circular transition by calculating our climate and envi-
ronmental footprint and then implementing circular 
solutions where the product is used in new ways at 

the end of its life.

The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh 
(the Accord), from May 2018, is a three year inde-

pendent, legally binding agreement between apparel 
brands and retailers and trade unions designed to 
build a safe and healthy Bangladeshi Ready made 

Garment (RmG) Industry.

ID® is a member of Global Compact. At ID® we want 
to act responsibly and contribute to a sustainable 

development. So we are proud of our membership 
of UN’s Global Compact. It provides us with a basis 
for working with the internationally acknow- ledged 

conventions about: Human rights · Employees’ rights 
· Environment · Anti corruption

MEMBERSHIPS



CERTIFICATIONS
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The product has been developed to meet the  
hygiene requirements for food production as  

defined in HACCP - certified by Hohenstein

TENCEL™ Lyocell is made of natural raw  
material wood sourced from sustainable forestry  
in an environmentally-friendly closed-loop system  
in which water and solvents from production are  
reused. TENCEL™ Lyocell provides breathability,  

softness and is quick-drying and naturally  
reduces bacterial growth

The Ecolabel is your guarantee that clothing bearing 
the EU Ecolabel impacts the environment as little 

as possible, and ensures that the clothing does not 
contain pesticide residues and other environmentally 
harmful chemicals, that eco-friendly dyes have been 

used and that waste water is handled responsibly

STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®,  
Annex 4, product class 2 

is subject to requirements covering pH value and the 
content of, for example, pesticides and heavy metals

.

STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®, 
Annex 6, product class 1 

places even stricter requirements on the content of 
hazardous to human health and the environment

STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®  
Recycled, Annex 6, Product Class 1 

places additional, more stringent requirements on 
products which contain more than 20 % recycled fibre 
material and are subjected to special test processes

Read more about our responsible initiatives 
in our COP-report at id.dk/en/responsibility

RESPONSIBILITY REPORT



QUALITY LAB
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Striving for quality is a part of our everyday life. The challenges of everyday life 
call for high-quality clothing. For more than three decades, the products have 

been tested both in our Quality Lab and by Corporate Wear customers worldwide.

4 steps that ensure good quality and a long product lifespan

1 2

3 4

All materials are selected with care 
and a focus on quality, durability and 
functionality. In production, environ-

mental, ethical and social responsibility 
is always an element.

Materials selection
It is important to us to maintain 

high standards. Quality is measured in 
many ways – colour consistency, 

material and construction testing, 
ensuring that the product has a 

long lifespan.

Quality assurance

Good design and good fit are 
essential for employees to feel 

comfortable. We ensure at all times 
that the clothing complies with our 

standards for a good fit.

Good fit
We make it a point to guide users to 

ensure even longer product lifespans.

Wash and care

We believe that durable quality clothes are far more ethical and responsible than the ‘use-and-throw-away’ culture.
Read more about our responsible initiatives at id.dk/en/responsibility.
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WASH, WEAR AND REPEAT

CSR is about taking responsibility for a com-
pany’s impact on people and the environment. 
This has given us a reputation as one of the 
best in the industry at delivering high quality, 
well-designed and durable products. And we 
will continue to do so. We believe that there 
are always customers who understand the 

value of quality – and responsibility is a qua-
lity. A good product which lasts a long time is 
far more ethical and environmentally friendly 
than a throw away product. This makes our 
contribution to responsibility very concrete 
and effective, as it is integrated into everything 
we do – every day.

LIFECYCLE

WEAR PICK UP
W

ASHDEL
IVE

R

All of our products have 
undergone strict quality 

tests to ensure that you get 
the best possible solution, 
matching our quality and 

your needs.

High quality 
level of cotton/
polyester mix

High delivery 
performance – so 
no need to keep 
your own stock

When washed 
according to ISO 
15797 we ensure 

a long lifetime.

Low shrinkage, 
lifelong stability 
developed for 

industrial washing
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A PROUD MEMBER
Already in December 2020, we became a 
member of the Better Cotton Initiative. We 
are proud to be a member of the initiative 
as a part of our strategy to source respon-
sibly. We have chosen to continue the jour-
ney starting back in 2017, when choosing 
the sustainable cotton production for our 
EU Ecolabel program. 

Following our DNA, membership of Better 
Cotton Initiative is a natural part of our re-
sponsible progress supporting sustainable 
development in our supply chain and the 
impact on people and environment. 

Why do we partner with Better 
Cotton Initiative? 
We choose to partner with the Better 
Cotton Initiative to improve cotton farming 
globally. BCI Farmers care for the environ-
ment and implement the principles of 
decent work.

Cotton is an important raw material to ID® 
by volume, and by switching our sourcing of 
conventional cotton to more sustainable 
cotton alternatives we can have a positive 
impact on people and environment.

THE PEOPLE
BCI farmers receive education 

and training in agricultural best 
practice, addressing social, envi-
ronmental and economic factors.

THE ENVIRONMENT
Better Cotton is grown with focus 

on environmental principles, 
which protects our planet and the 
people who farm and work with 

the cotton. 

THE ECONOMY
The Better Cotton Initiative is work-
ing towards improving livelihoods 

and economic development in 
cotton producing areas. 

“Better Cotton farmers 
are farmers who care for 
the environment and 
implement the principles 
of Decent Work.

“Cotton is one of the 
world´s most popular 
fabrics. It is used to 
make nearly half the 
world’s textiles.
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 BCI exists to make global cotton production better for the people who produce it, better for 
the environment it grows in and better for the sector’s future.

2.1 MILLION BCI FARMERS

22% OF GLOBAL COTTON PRODUCTION

ONE OUT OF 18 MEMBERS IN DENMARK

IT’S NOT A PRODUCT
- But a responsible way of 
  sourcing cotton
You think: But what is the purpose then?  
Us: Let’s tell you.

Better Cotton is sourced via a system of 
Mass Balance and is not physically traceable 
to end products. By using a system of Mass 
Balance, BCI can reach more farmers, mea-
ning more responsible practices are being 
implemented around the world.

50%
by year

2025

WE HAVE A GOAL
The plan for the first years is to change the 
cotton used for our PRO Wear by ID® to more 
sustainable cotton. More sustainable cotton 
is defined as cotton sourced as Better Cotton 
and Organic Cotton. 



LOGO
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READY TO WASH
You can do all your shopping in one place, 
saving time, money and administration. Since 
we handle the entire clothing process at ID® 

Identity, you avoid the long delivery times that 
other production options may involve. It does 
not get any easier than this.

SPEED UP YOUR BUSINESS
Everything is handled via a smooth and 
efficient ordering system that improves 
product quality and delivery reliability. This 
leaves you to spend the time on your core 
business. You are always welcome to contact 
us if you want to know more about our chip 
and logo service or warehouse capacity.

JUST LEAVE IT TO US

We make our
products into 

yours

Did you say chip?
Yes, of course we can 

attach chip

Product ideas?
Let our designers 

help you

Let us make our products into yours. ID® Service can add logo, embroidery or chip to your company 
clothing. It does not have to be expensive or time-consuming. It is easy, faster and saves time. 

ID® SERVICE



1 2 3

4

Good logistic 
and delivery 
performance

Fast delivery 
- you can rely 

on us

Large and 
wide product 

range

More efficient 
and eco-friendly 

packaging

5
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High delivery performance? 
Documented to be 97% 

(2020)

A STABLE PRODUCT RANGE
One of ID®’s greatest strengths is that we 
always stock an extensive basic range. 
At ID® you can choose products from 
an extensive and stable basic collection 
– and we have them in stock in large 
quantities. This is a deliberate choice on 
our part to make it safe and easy for you 
to supplement your range – so that you 
can get what you need, and quickly. 

STRONG LOGISTIC SYSTEM
We have developed a very strong 
logistic system operated by skilled and 
reliable employees, drawing on years 
of experience and the latest and most 
advanced technology solutions. They 
process small and very large orders alike 
with great precision, and ship every order, 
throughout Europe, within 24 hours.

WE DO NOT SHIP AIR
BUT PRODUCTS

Our packing robot adapts the packaging 
to the content and volume of the goods. 

The new advanced technology contributes 
to a more eco-friendly and sustainable 

logistics management.

MORE INDIVIDUAL
DELIVERY SOLUTIONS

With AutoStore®, the warehouse is automated 
even more. This means that we at ID® meet 

the market’s demand for speed and flexibility. 
We can now offer more individual and flexible 

delivery solutions, where it e.g. is possible 
to choose the number of shipping days and 

whether orders should be collected or 
shipped immediately.

ID® WAREHOUSE

ID® LOGISTICS ADVANTAGES



PRO WEAR
MADE TO LAST

Can withstand being was-
hed at 80°C (white)
or 60°C (colours).

Washing
Choose between 21 

colours and a size range 
from XS - 6XL.

SIZE & COLOURS

Very large stock of pro-
ducts – high delivery 

performance.

Large stock
Tested according to ISO 
15797, and withstand 
industrial washing and 

drying.

Tested

Combination of cotton and 
polyester to get the best from 
both qualities. Cotton provides 
softness and breatability and 
polyester provides durability 

and stability.

Materials

Long term relations
to our suppliers around 
the world ensures value 
thoughout the process.

Supplier relations

PRO Wear treatment for low shrinkage,
extra stability and long lifetime

Treatment

Strong seams securing long life time. All plastic 
buttons are stained through, and all press studs 
are made of stainless metal, so both types are 
well suited for industrial washing. Strong zippers.

Seams, buttons & zipperOEKO-TEX® certified, which 
is your guarantee that the 

clothing contains no harmful 
substances. EU Ecolabel certi-
fied, which is your guarantee 
for environmentally friendly 

production and manufacturing 
of products.

Certifications

14 



approved
approved

Responsible cotton

Educated farmers

Social
responsibility

Recycled polyester

Low 
water & air

emission 

We care 
for the
enviroment

No thank you
to toxic 

chemicals

Responsible end
product with a 
long lifespan

32%
of the PRO Wear 

by ID® series is EU 
Ecolabel certified

15
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We want to make a positive 
difference to the people we 
work with. This is why we 
introduced the PRO Wear CARE 
textile series, which carries the 
EU Ecolabel.

The EU Ecolabel is your 
guarantee that the production 
and manufacturing processes 
have as little impact on the 
environment as possible.

PRO 
WEAR CARE
EU ECOLABEL

When choosing 
EU Ecolabelled 
products, you are 
helping to make a 
difference



A MORE 
RESPONSIBLE 
END PRODUCT

Made to last
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BETTER FOR ENVIRONMENT
More sustainable 
fibre production

Restrictions on 
hazardous substances

Tested for durability

... BETTER FOR YOU



ISO 15797

ISO 15797
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Men: XS - 6XL
Women: XS - 6XL

Men: XS - 6XL
Women: XS - 6XL

210 - 220 g/m²

210 - 220 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % recycled polyester

60 % cotton / 40 % recycled polyester

Regular

Regular

• EU Ecolabel certified T-shirt  
 with round neck 
• Responsibly produced cotton 
• Recycled polyester

• EU Ecolabel certified T-shirt with V-neck
• Responsibly produced cotton 
• Recycled polyester

PRO Wear CARE T-shirt 

PRO Wear CARE T-shirt | V-neck 

Men No. 0370 | Women No. 0371

Men No. 0372 | Women No. 0373

White

White

Light blue

Light blue

Silver grey

Silver grey

Black

Black

Navy

Navy
ColourWhite

ColourWhite



Made to last
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ISO 15797
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Men: XS - 6XL
Women: XS - 6XL

50 % cotton / 50 % recycled polyester

Regular

PRO Wear CARE polo shirt | classic
Men No. 0376 | Women No. 0377

• EU Ecolabel certified polo shirt
• Durable polo shirt with classic collar and sleeve rib 
• Extra reinforcement at the neck and shoulder seams
• Responsibly produced cotton - Recycled polyester

White Light blueSilver grey BlackNavy

210 - 220 g/m²

All PRO Wear by ID® products have been pre-shrunk at very high temperatures, 
both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life

ColourWhite



Made to last
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Made to last
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ISO 15797
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Men: XS - 6XL
Women: XS - 6XL

210 - 220 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % recycled polyester

Regular

• EU Ecolabel certified, durable polo shirt
• Responsibly produced cotton 
• Recycled polyester
• Press buttons

PRO Wear CARE polo shirt
Men No. 0374 | Women No. 0375

White Light blueSilver grey BlackNavy

We want to make a positive difference to the people we collaborate with. 
This is also why we developed the PRO Wear CARE line of textile products 
with certified EU-Ecolabel. The products have focus on the environment, social 
responsibility and creating a sustainable end product with a long lifetime. 

ColourWhite
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Made to last
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ISO 15797
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Men: XS - 6XL
Women: XS - 6XL

60 % cotton / 40 % recycled polyester

Regular

PRO Wear CARE sweatshirt | unbrushed
Men No. 0380 | Women No. 0381

• EU Ecolabel certified sweatshirt
• Durable sweatshirt with unbrushed inner fabric
• Extra reinforcement at the shoulders and neck seam 
• Double stitching and rib at the neck, sleeves and bottom
• Responsibly produced cotton - Recycled polyester

310 - 320 g/m²

White Light blueSilver grey BlackNavy
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Hard work demands clothing 
which is designed for move ment 
and wear. PRO Wear by ID® is 
developed for people who are 
active in their work, and need 
clothing which simply lasts, day 
in and day out. 

PRO Wear by ID® is available 
in many sizes and styles, and 
all products are designed 
for movement, so they are 
comfortable to wear in any 
working situation. The clothing 
is also pre-shrunk, so you can 
always rely on the fitting. It 
can handle daily washing at 
temperatures up to 80°C for 
whites, while colours can be 
washed at 60°C.

PRO WEAR
BY ID® - MADE 
TO LAST



CLOTHING 
THAT ARE 
MADE TO LAST

Made to last

“
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TESTED 
ACCORDING 
TO ISO 15797
100% of PRO Wear by ID®

products withstand industrial
washing and drying.



ISO 15797
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Men: XS - 6XL*

210 - 220 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable T-shirt
• Neck and shoulder bands
• Half-moon at neck

PRO Wear T-shirt
Men No. 0300

Dusty aqua Dusty greenCoralSilver grey RedCharcoalGrey melangeWhite Yellow

Bottle greenLime

OrangeBordeaux

Blue melange Royal blueAzureLight bluePurple BlackNavy

* XS only in white, grey melange, silver grey, 
charcoal, coral, red, dusty aqua, dusty green, light 
blue, royal blue, navy and black

Hard work demands clothing, which is designed for movement 
and wear. PRO Wear by ID® is the answer for employees, who 
are active in their work and need clothing which simply lasts, 
day in and day out. Every day, we share our expert knowledge 
and help customers find the right solution for them.

ColourWhite



Made to last
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Made to last
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ISO 15797
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All PRO Wear by ID® products have been 
pre-shrunk at very high temperatures, 
both before and after dyeing, for extra 
stability and long life.

Grey melange RedSilver greyWhite Royal blue BlackNavyLight blueDusty greenDusty aqua Coral

Men: XS - 6XL

175 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable T-shirt in a light fabric 
• Four-layer ribbing in neck
• Neck and shoulder bands, half-moon at neck

PRO Wear T-shirt | light
Men No. 0310

ColourWhite



ISO 15797

ISO 15797
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210 - 220 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable T-shirt
• Round neck
• Side slit

PRO Wear T-shirt | women
Women No. 0312

Red PurpleLimeGrey melangeWhite

Azure BlackNavy

Blue melangeLight blueDusty pink Dusty greenDusty aquaCoral

ColourWhite

White BlackNavyLight blueDusty pink Dusty greenDusty aqua Coral

Men: XS - 6XL

175 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable T-shirt in a light fabric 
• Four-layer ribbing in neck
• Neck and shoulder bands, half-moon at neck

PRO Wear T-shirt | light |  women
Women No. 0317

ColourWhite

Women: XS - 6XL



ISO 15797

ISO 15797
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Women: S - 6XL

210 - 220 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable T-shirt with 3/4 length sleeves
• Round neck
• Side slit

PRO Wear T-shirt | ¾ sleeve | women
Women No. 0313

Light blue NavyRedWhite Black

White NavyLight blue

Women: XS - 6XL

210 - 220 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable T-shirt with round neck
• Side slit 
• Sleeves end at the elbow

PRO Wear T-shirt | ½ sleeve | women
Women No. 0315

ColourWhite

ColourWhite



ISO 15797

ISO 15797
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Men: XS - 6XL

210 - 220 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable T-shirt with long sleeves 
• Four-layer ribbing in neck 
• Neck and shoulder bands, half-moon at neck

PRO Wear T-shirt | long-sleeved
Men No. 0311

Silver grey RedGrey melangeWhite BlackNavyRoyal blue

ColourWhite

Men: XS - 6XL

290 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable sweatshirt with round neck
• Ribbing on collar, sleeves and at bottom
• Soft brushed inner fabric

PRO Wear sweatshirt | classic 
Men No. 0360

Silver grey CharcoalWhite BlackNavyRoyal blueRed



Made to last
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ISO 15797
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Black

*Men: 2XS only in white

Silver grey RedCharcoalGrey melangeWhite Yellow

Bottle greenLime

OrangeBordeaux

Blue melange Royal blueAzureLight bluePurple Navy

Dusty aqua Dusty greenCoral

Men: 2XS - 6XL* 
Women: XS - 4XL

210 - 220 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable and classic polo shirt
• Women No. 0321: without chest pocket 
• Neck and shoulder bands, half-moon at neck

PRO Wear polo shirt | pocket
Men No. 0320 | Women No. 0321

ColourWhite



Made to last
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ISO 15797

ISO 15797
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Charcoal Light blueRedSilver greyWhite BlackNavyRoyal blue

Men: XS - 6XL

210 - 220 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable and classic polo shirt 
• Neck and shoulder bands
• Half-moon at neck

PRO Wear polo shirt | no pocket
Men No. 0324

ColourWhite

Silver grey Light blueRedGrey melangeWhite BlackNavyRoyal blue

Men: XS - 6XL

210 - 220 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester

Regular

• Durable polo shirt with press studs
• Neck and shoulder bands
• Half-moon at neck

PRO Wear polo shirt | press studs
Men No. 0330

ColourWhite
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Red NavySilver greyWhite

Men: XS - 6XL

210 - 220 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester

Regular

• Durable polo shirt with long sleeves 
• Press studs on the placket
• Neck and shoulder bands, half-moon at neck

PRO Wear long-sleeve polo shirt | press stud 
Men No. 0336

*5XL + 6XL only in white and black

Navy BlackGrey melangeWhite

Men: XS - 6XL*

210 - 220 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester

Regular

• Durable polo shirt with long sleeves 
• Chest pocket
• Neck and shoulder bands, half-moon at neck

PRO Wear polo shirt | long-sleeve
Men No. 0326

ColourWhite

ColourWhite



Made to last
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ISO 15797
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Light blue NavyAzureBordeauxWhite

Men: XS - 6XL 
Women: XS - 6XL

210 - 220 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester

Regular

• Durable polo shirt 
• Contrast piping at shoulders and sides 
• Neck and shoulder bands, half-moon at neck

PRO Wear polo shirt | piping 
Men No. 0328 | Women No. 0329

ColourWhite



Made to last
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ISO 15797 YKK ZIPPERS
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Silver grey RedWhite BlackNavyLight blue

Men: XS - 6XL
Women: XS - 6XL

290 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable cardigan with catalina collar
• Half-moon at neck and neck strap
• Extra Twill reinforcement at shoulders

PRO Wear cardigan | sweat
Men No. 0366 | Women No. 0367
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Silver grey RedWhite BlackNavyBottle green

Men: XS - 6XL

210 -220 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable two-coloured T-shirt
• Neck and shoulder bands 
• Half-moon at neck

PRO Wear T-shirt | contrast
Men No. 0302

Silver grey RedWhite BlackNavyBottle green

Men: XS - 6XL

210 -220 g/m²

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester

Regular

• Durable two-coloured polo shirt
• Neck and shoulder bands
• Half-moon at neck

PRO Wear polo shirt | contrast
Men No. 0322



ISO 15797
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Men: XS - 6XL

290 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Extra durable two-coloured sweatshirt 
• Ribbing on collar, sleeves and bottom
• Soft, brushed inner fabric

PRO Wear sweatshirt | contrast 
Men No. 0362

Silver grey RedWhite BlackNavyBottle green

Hard work demands clothing, 
which is designed for movement and wear
PRO Wear by ID® is the answer for employees, who are active in their work 
and need clothing which simply lasts, day in and day out. Every day, we 
share our expert knowledge and help customers find the right solution for 
them.

All PRO Wear by ID® products have been pre-shrunk at very high 
temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.
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ID® has a wide range of quality 
products within Corporate 
Wear for many different trades 
and industries. The products 
are available in many qualities, 
depending on the functionality 
and use in question. 

Corporate Wear naturally 
complies with the same delivery 
and product proficiency as all 
other ID® products. Please find 
washing instructions under 
each individual product.

TIMELESS
CORPORATE
WEAR



GOOD QUALITY 
& FUNCTIONAL 
DETAILS

“
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CLASSICS THAT 
LAST SEASON 
AFTER SEASON
Corporate Wear with a classic
and timeless design, refined
since 1983.
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Silver grey Light blueDusty green Navy

Men: XS - 6XL
Women: XS - 6XL

200 g/m²

70 % recycled polyester /  
30 % lyocell

Regular

• Soft lyocell O-neck T-shirt 
• Recycled polyester
• Naturally quick drying function
• Textured honeycomb pattern

T-shirt Lyocell 
Men No. 0528 | Women No. 0529
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TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG. 
TENCEL™ Lyocell is made of natural raw material 

wood sourced from sustainable forestry in an 
environmentally-friendly closed-loop system in 

which water and chemicals from production are 
reused. 

TENCEL™ Lyocell provides breathability, softness 
and is quick-drying and naturally reduces 

bacterial growth.
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Men: S - 6XL*

175 g/m²

100 % cotton*

Regular

T-TIME® T-shirt
Men No. 0510

*5XL + 6XL only in white, royal blue, navy and black 
*Grey melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % viscose 
Snow melange: 98 % cotton / 2 % viscose
Anthracite melange: 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

• Round neck
• Four-layer ribbing in neck
• Retains its shape wash after wash

Sand Grey melangeSnow melangePuttyWhite Pink

Bordeaux

RedCharcoalAnthracite 
melange

Apple MintLimeYellowOrange Mocca

Light bluePurple

OliveGreen

Indigo BlackNavyRoyal blueTurquoise

Women No. 0512

Red Light blueBordeauxWhite Turquoise BlackNavy

T-TIME® T-shirt | women 

Women: S - 6XL*

175 g/m²

100 % cotton

Regular

*5XL + 6XL only in white, navy and black

• Round neck, narrow neck
• Side slit 
• Retains its shape wash after wash
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Men: S - 4XL
Women: S - 4XL

Regular

GEYSER T-shirt | essential
Men No. G21040 | Women No. G11040

• Functional T-shirt for active everyday life or sports 
• Narrow neckline and band in the neck seam
• Moisture transmitting, quick-drying and breathable

100 % recycled polyester

White BlackNavyRed Olive AzureCharcoal Yellow Aqua

135 g/m²
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Men: S - 4XL
Women: S - 3XL

180 g/m²

100 % polyester

Fitted

• Moisture transmitting fabric
• Attractive knitted collar stand
• Short slit in side seams

GEYSER polo shirt | functional
Men No. G21006 | Women No. G11006

Red Light blueLimeSilver grey Royal blue BlackNavyWhite
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*XS only in white, grey melange, charcoal, red, royal blue, navy and black 
*5XL + 6XL only in navy and black
*Grey melange and snow melange: 70 % cotton / 25 % polyester / 5 % viscose
Anthracite melange: 70 % cotton / 30 % polyester

Men: XS - 6XL*

290 g/m²

70 % cotton / 30 % polyester*

Loose

• Round neck
• Ribbing on collar, sleeves and bottom
• Soft brushed inner fabric

Sweatshirt | classic
Men No. 0600

Snow melange Anthracite 
melange

Grey melangeSandWhite Bordeaux YellowOrangeRedCharcoal

Bottle green TurquoiseLight blueGreen

Lime

Indigo BlackNavyRoyal blue Olive

Men: S - 4XL

290 g/m²

100 % cotton

Loose

• Sweatshirt in 100 % cotton
• Round neck
• Soft brushed inner fabric

Classic  sweatshirt | cotton
Men No. 0604 

BlackNavy
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*Men: 4XL only in navy and black
*Women: 3XL only in navy and black

Men: S - 4XL*
Women: XS - 3XL

300 g/m²

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

Regular

• Cardigan in strong quality with zipper
• Neck band, ribbing, flatlock stitchings 
• Two cross pockets - brushed inner fabric

Sweat cardigan
Men No. 0622 | Women No. 0624

Red BlackNavyWhite
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Men: XS - 6XL*
Women: XS - 6XL*

260 - 280 g/m²

100 % polyester

Regular

• Can be washed at 60°C
• Durable zipper on front and side pockets
• Extra long back
• Can be zipped in 0712/0713

Zip-n-Mix microfleece 
Men No. 0806 | Women No. 0807

NavyRed BlackBordeaux Royal blueGrey 

Navy melange Charcoal 
melange

Anthracite 
melange

Grey melange

Men: S - 4XL
Women: S - 3XL

300 g/m²

100 % polyester

Regular

• Soft knitted fleece cardigan
• Extra long back
• Durable zipper on front and side pockets
• Can be zipped in 0712/0713

Zip-n-Mix fleece | melange
Men No. 0847 | Women No. 0848

*Men: 5XL-6XL only in navy and black
*Women: 4XL-6XL only in navy and black
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Men: XS - 6XL*
Women: XS - 3XL

260 - 280 g/m²

100 % polyester

Regular

• Extra Twill reinforcement at shoulder
• Quality YKK zippers
• Can be zipped in 0712/0713

Cardigan | microfleece
Men No. 0803 | Women No. 0805

*Men: 6XL only in navy

NavyGrey BlackRed Light blueWhite

Navy Black

Men: XS - 4XL
Women: S - 3XL

260 - 280 g/m²

100 % polyester

Regular

• Durable zipper on front and side pockets
• Extra long back
• Can be zipped in 0712/0713

Active vest | microfleece
Men No. 0811 | Women No. 0812
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S/M - 2XL/3XL

260-280 g/m²

100 % Polyester

Loose

• Fleece bolero in 100 % polyester
• Anti-pilling treatment of fabrick
• YKK press studs and adjustable sleeve at elbow

Fleece bolero
No. 0809

NavyWhite
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YKK ZIPPERS
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Navy Black

250 g/m²

Fitted

• Sporty cardigan in comfortable stretch material
• YKK zips in the front and side pockets
• Bottom and sleeves are lined with elastic bands
• Women‘s model is with hood

Cardigan | stretch comfort 
Men No. 0840 | Women No. 0841

Men: S - 4XL
Woman: S - 4XL

90 % polyester / 10 % elastane

Charcoal Red Olive Stormy blue
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5000 BREATHABLE10.000 WATERPROOF TAPED SEAMS

ZIP
’N’

MIX

Combine the Zip-n-Mix shell jacket with 

Zip-n-Mix shell jacket
Men No. 0712

Men: XS - 6XL

100 % polyester

Regular

• Exclusive functional jacket in ID Tech® fabric quality
• Fluorine-free BIONIC-FINISH® ECO
• Reflector bands at the front, back, sleeves and hood
• See all features at id.dk

155 g/m²

Navy BlackOrange

Zip-n-Mix jacket I hybrid
Men No. 0780

Zip-n-Mix microfleece I reflective
Men No. 0792

Zip-n-Mix fleece | melange
Men No. 0847

Zip-n-Mix microfleece
Men No. 0806

Zip-n-Mix shell jacket
Men No. 0712
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5000 BREATHABLE10.000 WATERPROOF TAPED SEAMS

ZIP
’N’

MIX

Zip-n-Mix shell jacket | women
Women No. 0713

Navy Black

Regular

• Exclusive functional jacket in ID Tech® fabric quality 
• Fluorine-free BIONIC-FINISH® ECO
• Reflector bands at the front, back, sleeves and hood
• See all features at id.dk

Orange

100 % polyester

Women: XS - 6XL

155 g/m²

Combine the Zip-n-Mix shell jacket with 

Zip-n-Mix jacket I hybrid
Women No. 0781

Zip-n-Mix microfleece I reflective
Women No. 0793

Zip-n-Mix fleece | melange
Women No. 0848

Zip-n-Mix microfleece
Women No. 0807

Zip-n-Mix shell jacket
Women No. 0713
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Zip-n-Mix jacket | hybrid 
Men No. 0780 | Women No. 0781

Navy

Men: XS - 6XL
Women: XS - 6XL

330-360 g/m²

100 % polyester

Regular

• Comfortable hybrid jacket
• Reflector strips on the front, back and sleeves
• Padding at the front, back and upper part of the sleeves
• Can be zipped in 0712/0713
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Zip-n-Mix microfleece | reflective
Men No. 0792 | Women No. 0793

Navy

Men: XS - 6XL
Women: XS - 6XL

Regular

• Soft, close-knitted microfleece cardigan
• Reflector strips on the front, back and sleeves
• Elastic at the wrists and bottom
• Can be zipped in 0712/0713

260 - 280 g/m²

100 % polyester
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WINDPROOF WATER-REPELLENT

4000 BREATHABLE MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS 

YKK ZIPPERS

WINDPROOF WATER-REPELLENT

4000 BREATHABLE MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS 

YKK ZIPPERS

40

40
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White Azure Red BlackSilver grey Navy

*4XL - 6XL only in navy and black

Men: S - 6XL*
Women: S - 3XL

290 g/m²

100 % polyester

Regular

• Three-layer ID Tech® soft shell-quality
• Durable and stretchable quality
• Two large side pockets

CORE soft shell jacket
Men No. 0854 | Women No. 0856

BlackNavy

Men: S - 6XL
Women: S - 3XL

290 g/m²

100 % polyester

Regular

• Three-layer ID Tech® soft shell-quality
• Durable and stretchable quality
• Two large side pockets

Soft shell vest | functional
Men No. 0824 | Women No. 0825
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Zip-n-Mix pants
No. 0714

100 % polyester

Regular

XS - 6XL

Navy Black

• Functional overtrousers in ID Tech® fabric quality 
• Fluorine-free BIONIC-FINISH® ECO
• Reflector bands at the side seams and back of the legs
• 2-way zipper along the side seam

155 g/m²
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Women: XS - 6XL

170 g/m²

94 % polyester / 6 % elastane

Regular

• Comfortable stretch pants 
• Elasticated waistband 
• Leg length adjustable up to below the knee

Stretch pants | multifunctional
Women No. 0907

Navy Black
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YKK ZIPPERS YKK ZIPPERS

40 40
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Men: S - 6XL Women: S - 6XL

185 g/m² 185 g/m²

94 % polyester / 6 % elastane 94 % polyester / 6 % elastane

Regular Regular

• Lightweight, stretch all-round trousers 
• YKK zips on front and back pocket
• Jeans pockets in front, thigh pocket, knee incision
• Canvas reinforcement

• Lightweight, stretch all-round trousers 
• YKK zips on front and back pocket
• Jeans pockets in front, thigh pocket, knee incision
• Canvas reinforcement

Hybrid stretch pants
Women No. 0903

Charcoal/black Charcoal/blackNavy/navy Navy/navyOlive/blackBurnt orange/
navy

Olive/blackBurnt orange/
navy

Black/black Black/black

Men No. 0902
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YKK ZIPPERS

CORE stretch pants
Men No. 0910 | Women No. 0911

Men: S - 4XL
Women: S - 4XL

185 g/m²

Regular

• Sporty stretch pants
• Elastic waistband for increased comfort and flexibility
• With knee darts for optimal movement comfort

Navy Black

94 % polyester / 6 % elastane

Charcoal Olive



YKK ZIPPERS
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CORE stretch shorts
Men No. 0912 | Women No. 0913

Regular

• Sporty stretch shorts
• Light and soft fabric 
• Elastic waistband for increased comfort and flexibility

185 g/m²

94 % polyester / 6 % elastane

Men: S - 4XL
Women: S - 4XL

Navy BlackCharcoal Olive
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YKK ZIPPERS YKK ZIPPERS
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Men: XS - 4XL Women: XS - 4XL

150 g/m² 150 g/m²

90 % polyester / 10 % elastane 90 % polyester / 10 % elastane

Regular Regular

• Comfortable woven stretch fabric that does not crease
• Elastic waist band, inside drawstring
• Zippered front pockets, yoke back, slim legs

• Comfortable woven stretch fabric that does not crease
• Elastic waist band, inside drawstring
• Zippered front pockets, yoke back, slim legs

GEYSER Active pants | stretch
Men No. G21036 Women No. G11036

Black Black
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Men: S - 5XL
Women: S - 4XL

Men: S - 2XL

120 - 140 g/m²

120 - 140 g/m²

100 % cotton

100 % cotton

Modern fit

Men: Cut away
Women: Regular

Kent

Slim fit

SEVEN SEAS Fine Twill | modern

SEVEN SEAS Fine Twill | slim

Men No. SS8 | Women No. SS720

Men No. SS30

• Business shirt in Fine Twill-quality
• Comfortable fit
• Non Iron-finish

• Business shirt in Fine Twill-quality
• Comfortable fit
• Non Iron-finish

White

White

Black

Black

Light blue

Light blue

Navy

Navy

Silver grey

Silver grey
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Men: S - 5XL
Women: S - 4XL

120 - 140 g/m²

100 % cotton

Modern fit

Men: Cut away
Women: Regular

SEVEN SEAS Fine Twill | modern | s/s
Men No. SS254 | Women No. S721

• Short-sleeved business shirt in Fine Twill 
• Comfortable fit
• Non Iron-finish

BlackWhite Light blue
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Men: S - 4XL
Women: S - 4XL

Men: S - 2XL

185 g/m²

185 g/m²

46 % modal / 30 % lyocell / 17 %
polyester / 7 % lycra

46 % modal / 30 % lyocell / 17 %
polyester / 7 % lycra

Modern fit

Slim fit

Men: Cut away
Women: Regular

Kent

SEVEN SEAS Hybrid shirt | modern 

SEVEN SEAS Hybrid shirt | slim 

Men No. S50 | Women No. S52

Men No. S51

• Soft shirt from sustainable fibre production 
• Lycra four-way stretch
• Easy Care-finish

• Soft shirt from sustainable fibre production 
• Lycra four-way stretch
• Easy Care-finish

White

White

Light blue

Light blue

Navy

Navy

Black

Black
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Breathability is measured in MVP (Moisture 
Vapour Permeability). MVP specifies how 
much moisture in grams can be transport-
ed out per square metre per 24 hours

Water repellent product made of water-
proof or water resistant material, without 
waterproof seams

Waterproof product with waterproof  
seams. The waterproof level is measured 
as the water column pressure in mili- 
metres, and expresses how much water  
pressure a fabric can withstand before 
water presses through it

Breathable, wind and water  
resistant three-layer membrane

Taped seams for maximum  
protection against wind and rain

ISO 15797 is an international standard for 
evaluating a product’s suitability for indus-
trial washing. The tests are carried out in 
close cooperation with external experts.

Permanent moisture transmitting,  
breathable and quick-drying material

Moisture transmitting, breathable and 
quick-drying material

Breathable, wind and water resistant and 
moisture transmitting

Quality zipper from YKK

Waterproof zipper

WHAT DO THE SYMBOLS MEAN?

3000 MVP

4000 MVP

5000 MVP

Windproof material

10,000 mm water column pressure

8,000 mm water column pressure

FEATURESFITTING

WASHING SYMBOLS

Regular model

 Loose fitting model

Tight fitting model

Close-fitting model

ZIPPER WATERPROOF

YKK ZIPPERS

QUICK DRY

QUICK DRY+

ISO 15797

TAPED SEAMS

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS 

10.000 WATERPROOF

8000 WATERPROOF

WATERPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

WINDPROOF

5000 BREATHABLE

4000 BREATHABLE

3000 BREATHABLE

BREATHABLE

Normal wash (40 degrees)

Normal wash (60 degrees)

Normal wash (80 degrees)

No bleach

No ironing 

Ironing at low temperature  
max. 110 degrees

Ironing at medium temperature  
max. 150 degrees

No chemical cleaning

Do not tumble dry

Tumble dry at low temperature  
max. 60 degrees

Tumble dry at normal temperature  
max. 80 degrees

Hang drying

Chemical cleaning with correct liquid
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INDUSTRIAL WASHING RECOMMENDATIONS

The PRO Wear by ID® line is developed and tested 
for industrial washing. Below we have passed 
on some useful advice based on many years of 
experience which may contribute to optimal use 
and durability. 

Our experience tells us, that there are differences 
in routines and methods in industrial washing. The 
differences that may be experienced could be in 
e.g. shrinkage and colour.

The following instructions are only a guide and 
serves as a supplement to our clients’ own 
experiences.

General comments
Always check the recommendation on the care 
label of the garment. The products are testet 
according to ISO 15797, but we also recommend 
own wash/drying test before use.

All garments should be washed at least once 
before taken into use. This is important due 
to chemical residues and excess dye from 
production of fabrics and to inevitable shrinkage 
(also for “pre-shrunk” products). Also to minimize 
possible surplus fibres/fuzzing from fleece and 
sweat products which are brushed inside, which 
disappears after 2-5 washes. 

Consider shrink variations up to app. +/- 5-7% for 
sweat products and other up to app. +/- 5%, and 
fabrication tolerances up to +/- 1,5 cm.

Industrial washing
Do not apply bleaching and chemicals with optical 
brighteners on coloured products. Effective 
chemicals incl. chlorine, disinfectants and optical 
brighteners can reduce life time and influence 
quality/appearance of fabrics and accessories.

The indicated type and dosage from the supplier 
of chemicals must be followed closely. 

Textiles should always be sorted/washed 
according to type and colour.

Wash the garments with the inside out and close 
zippers and velcro.

Avoid “over drying”. Choose the correct drying 
temperature according to the fibre type of the 
garment. Remember that polyester dries faster 
than cotton, e.g. fleece products.  

Steamer (tunnel) drying may influence fit/shape 
and shrinkage pattern. Carry out own test to clarify 
possible effects from the drying method. Steam 
must be added to avoid “over drying.”

How to extend the durability of logos
It is important to choose logo quality and type 
(print/transfer, embroidery) considering the use 
and washing/drying method of the garment.

The wash instruction in the care label on the 
clothes also applies for the logo.

Harsh chemicals such as bleach etc. can affect the 
logo in wash.

Other ID® products in industrial washing
Other ID® products besides PRO Wear by ID® are 
used in industrial washing. However, it is very 
important to follow the instructions on the care 
label for such products. Especially for chemicals, 
temperatures and drying methods there are 
certain limitations which must be observed. 

ID® cannot assume any responsibility for 
complaints arising from inappropriate use and/or 
washing of our products.

By any complaints, please provide 3-5 samples + 
information about the production number from 
the carelabel inside, extent/volume and a copy of 
the washing process and chemical prescription.
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